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TT No.76: Stuart James - Sat 25th October 2008; FC Lisse v Quick Boys; Dutch 

Hoofdklasse Zaterdag A; Res: 5-4; Att: 3,872; Admission: €7; Programme: 50¢; 

Match Rating: *****. 

The choice of Lisse for my first experience of Dutch Amateur Football was a 

combination of a few things; firstly it was its location – just off the beaten track 

from our arrival point in Rotterdam and the hotel in Amsterdam – secondly the 

home team are the reigning Dutch Amateur Champions, and thirdly my twelve year 

old son found a Dutch betting website on the ‘net and studied the form… he 

reckoned this was the best on offer.  He wasn’t wrong! He also liked the name of 

the opponents, and spent the morning quoting this in a camp McLaren-esque cod-

Dutch accent; “Quick-Boysh”.  

But other than those few facts, we had very little idea of what to expect, 

especially in the way of facilities and attendance. The first three Lisse home 

games had drawn 500 each time, obviously not exactly, but that was what had 

been reported. Quick Boys had been getting on average 1,000 for the home games, 

so by my reckonings even if they took half that away from Katwijk, we’d be 

looking at about 1,000 maximum – I was a little out, shall we say? As for facilities, I 

hadn’t been given much idea, apart from it being in the middle of a large-ish 

complex and not to expect luxury. Not that I expected the luxurious corporate 

facilities we got the last time we were in Holland, at PSV, this time I was 

expecting more in the way of UniBond standard.  

I wasn’t that far off really, although it does have its little differences beneath the 

surface, not least the continental style pay desk. Another thing that surprised me 

was the fact that fable that “all Dutch people speak English” was shot to bits, and 

I was thankful for the little bit of the native language I had learned the past two 

years, otherwise the wife would not have got in the ground due to the fact she was 

stood away from the booth when I was buying tickets. Another little oddity was the 

issue of toilets – not just the lack of a ladies by the way – the total lack inside the 

ground. It was a case of being grateful for Holland’s liberal outlook that allowed 

the use of trees for the blokes, with the only “real” ones on offer being inside the 

clubhouse, and the queues for them ridiculous. 

The ground is set within the large Sportpark Specke complex, which comprises 

about seven pitches, all of which were hosting games of several different levels 

and age-groups. The centrepiece to all this is the main arena, with a capacity of 

just 5,000, made up of one small seated stand and a bank of terracing opposite. 

Behind the goals there is very little, both being flat hardstanding, as is 

commonplace at many at this level. All of this was surprisingly full by five minutes 

before kick off; the majority of those present were from up the road in Katwijk, 

most of whom had unwittingly joined me in a rather large convoy. I reckon they 

were expecting this many - why I can’t say - but given the number of stewards 



with Quick Boys high-viz jackets on, it gave the impression the visitors would be 

well supported. 

The home side’s support was in the minority, yet when Quick Boys took a 4th 

minute lead after some slack defending, you could hear a pin drop. Not so when 

they got the second from Netherlands Antilles' International Benjamin Martha 

midway through the first half, with the (literally) Quick Boy diving into the visiting 

supporters, and when it seemed a third had been scored – only to be ruled out for 

a dodgy offside – the stewards had their work cut out. But Lisse aren’t national 

champions for nothing, and they laid siege to the Quick Boys’ goal, missing THREE 

open goals before getting a header on target just before the break.  

The second half though paled the first beyond belief, although when the visitors 

went 3-1 up ten minutes after the restart, it looked as if it was job done and three 

points were heading back to the coast. Strangely though Quick Boys spurned the 

chance to wrap it up by missing THREE open goals of their own, plus having 

another ruled out for another dodgy offside, all this within a matter of moments – 

then within the blink of an eye Lisse got one back against the run of play. The 

visitors looked very nervous all of a sudden, then it became 3-3 fifteen minutes 

from the end, and a minute later it was 4-3 – and things started to get a little ugly 

with some scuffles breaking out in the crowd. But it appeared that the visitors got 

the point they at least deserved a couple of minutes later, and as injury time ran 

out Lisse’s Rik Vermeulen hit a speculative shot from thirty yards out, the ball 

looked to be comfortably gathered by keeper Peter Kromhout… only for it to 

squirm embarrassingly into the net. 

Overall, this was definitely THE best game I’d been to this season, and one of the 

best I’ve seen in the past decade, if only it had been at a more memorable venue. 

Obviously, the goals had plenty to do with this, and being honest if the game had 

seen all the open goals converted and dodgy offsides called correctly… well you do 

the maths. As they say… “A visit to a Lisse – Quick Boys game comes highly 

recommended!” 
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